THE UNIVERSITY

Ranked among the first universities for the quality of its education, in a unique learning environment deeply connected with its city.

A research university offering a comprehensive range of constantly updated study programmes.

Located in a strategic position in North East Italy, Padova has a long tradition of international cooperation and participation in international networks of excellence, welcoming international students and scholars.

STUDY WITH US

A city-based university, providing world-class facilities, top educational offer and outstanding student experience, with a high graduate employment rate.

RESEARCH AND INNOVATION

Best research university in Italy (Anvur 2017), the University of Padova invests significantly in research activities and projects. More than 100 EU research projects are currently run, with Padova being assigned 32 million Euros by the EU. Under a new recruitment plan, posts for researchers are expected to reach 300 by 2019.
Students are first supported to select their preferred degree programme, then guided by tutors throughout their educational career, and advised on career choices afterwards. They are offered a wide range of scholarships, financial support and services at special rates, including tuition fee waivers and top-up funds for the most successful ones.
DEGREE COURSES
COMPLETELY HELD IN ENGLISH

FIRST CYCLE DEGREES
Animal care
Biotechnologies for food science
Business administration
Cognitive neuroscience and clinical neuropsychology
Data science
Economics and finance
Entrepreneurship and innovation
Environmental engineering
Forest science
Historical sciences - TPTI
Human rights and multi-level governance
ICT for Internet and multimedia
Italian food and wine
Local Development / Local Development - STeDe
Mathematical Engineering
Medical biotechnologies
Pharmaceutical biotechnologies
Physics
Sustainable agriculture

SECOND CYCLE DEGREES

FIRST CYCLE DEGREES

SECOND CYCLE DEGREES

DOCTORAL DEGREES

DOCTORAL DEGREES

ERASMUS MUNDUS JOINT MASTER DEGREES

ASTRONUMUS - Astronomy and Astrophysics
MEDfOR - Mediterranean Forestry and natural resources management
NUPHYS - Nuclear Physics
Planthealth - Plant health in sustainable cropping systems
SUFONAMA - Sustainable Forest and Nature Management
SUTROFOR - Sustainable Tropical Forestry
TPTI - Techniques, Patrimoines, Territoires de l’Industrie: histoire, valorisation, didactique

SHORT SPECIALISATION DEGREES

Basic design, execution and control of structures and foundations
Business and Management / MBM: sector specific fragrances and cosmetic sector
Business and Management / MBM: international business for small and medium enterprises
Business and Management / MBM: international business for small and medium enterprises - SME marketing; SME global supply chain; food web marketing

Molecular sciences
Physics
Space sciences, technologies and measurements
Statistical science
Textile science

Molecular sciences
Physics
Space sciences, technologies and measurements
Statistical science
Textile science

Basic design, execution and control of structures and foundations
Business and Management / MBM: sector specific fragrances and cosmetic sector
Business and Management / MBM: international business for small and medium enterprises
Business and Management / MBM: international business for small and medium enterprises - SME marketing; SME global supply chain; food web marketing

Molecular sciences
Physics
Space sciences, technologies and measurements
Statistical science
Textile science

Basic design, execution and control of structures and foundations
Business and Management / MBM: sector specific fragrances and cosmetic sector
Business and Management / MBM: international business for small and medium enterprises
Business and Management / MBM: international business for small and medium enterprises - SME marketing; SME global supply chain; food web marketing

Molecular sciences
Physics
Space sciences, technologies and measurements
Statistical science
Textile science

First cycle degrees
Second cycle degrees